
Reading list
● Reproducible Computational Workflows with Continuous Analysis, Brett K. 

Beaulieu-Jones & Casey S. Greene. bioRxiv 056473

● Introducing eLife’s first computationally reproducible article 

● Reproducible Document Stack: towards a scalable solution for reproducible articles

● The Turing Way – a lightly-opinionated guide to reproducible data science; led by Kirstie 
Whitaker (@kirstie_j #TheTuringWay)

● Making Reproducibility Reproducible – written by the Gigantum Team @gigantumscience

● Reproducibility: automated.

● 2014: What scientific idea is ready for retirement? (defining different types of 
reproducibility). 

● The possibility and desirability of replication in the humanities. Rik Peels & Lex Boulter. 
Palgrave Communications 4, 95 (2018).

● Resist calls for replicability in the humanities. Sarah de Rijcke & Bart Penders. Nature 
560, 29 (2018)

https://doi.org/10.1101/056473
https://elifesciences.org/labs/ad58f08d/introducing-elife-s-first-computationally-reproducible-article
https://elifesciences.org/labs/b521cf4d/reproducible-document-stack-towards-a-scalable-solution-for-reproducible-articles
https://the-turing-way.netlify.com
https://medium.com/gigantum/making-reproducibility-reproducible-7457d656680c
https://elifesciences.org/labs/e623676c/reproducibility-automated
https://www.edge.org/response-detail/25340
https://doi.org/10.1057/s41599-018-0149-x
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-05845-z


https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.8299226
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“Reproducing experiments is vital to science.”
Beaulieu-Jones & Greene, 2016

“Scientific results and evidence are strengthened if 
they are reproduced and confirmed by several 
independent researchers.”
The Turing Way Book

Reproducible Computational Workflows with Continuous Analysis, Brett K. Beaulieu-Jones, Casey S. Greene, bioRxiv 
056473; doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/056473
The Turing Way, a lightly-opinionated guide to reproducible data science: https://the-turing-way.netlify.com
@eLifeInnvovation #OAI11 #TheTuringWay

https://doi.org/10.1101/056473
https://the-turing-way.netlify.com/reproducibility/01/importantforscience.html


The Turing Way, Chapter 2: Reperoducibility https://the-turing-way.netlify.com/reproducibility/03/definitions.html
@eLifeInnovation #OAI11 #TheTuringWay

Some definitions

https://the-turing-way.netlify.com/reproducibility/03/definitions.html


Image from Abstruse Goose: https://abstrusegoose.com/588
@eLifeInnovation #OAI11

Reproducing results from a paper is difficult

https://abstrusegoose.com/588


It is a communication problem

Methods in 1979 Methods in 2019

@eLifeInnovation #OAI11



Containers: reproducible computing environments

Beaulieu-Jones & Greene, 2016: https://doi.org/10.1101/056473
@eLifeInnovation #OAI11

https://doi.org/10.1101/056473


Binder: Github repo → Docker image 

https://mybinder.org @mybinderteam
@eLifeInnovation #OAI11

https://mybinder.org


Do we want to reproduce experiments?

● Irreproducible = not true?

● Re-execution can be expensive and environmentally unfriendly

● Is anything beyond computational reproducibility achievable?

@eLifeInnovation #OAI11

We want experiments to be reproducible, we may 
not want to reproduce them.



The humanities pursue meaning beyond truth. Confirming 
that Van Gogh painted Sunset at Montmajour (truth) is only 
the beginning. Unearthing the cultural meaning of the work 
requires historical context and theorizing on its message, 
style, aesthetics — and what the work can tell us about the 
artist and his world (view). The coexistence of multiple valid 
answers and the value of their interaction disqualify 
replication as a viable quality criterion.

Resist calls for replicability in the humanities. Sarah de Rijcke & Bart Penders.  doi: 10.1038/d41586-018-05845-z
@eLifeInnovation #OAI11

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-05845-z


The sciences pursue meaning beyond truth. Confirming that 
the rat moved into a certain position (truth) is only the 
beginning. Unearthing the meaning of the behaviour requires 
experimental context and hypothesising on its motives, 
internal state and sensory experience— and what the data 
can tell us about rats’ emotions and behaviour (view). The 
coexistence of multiple valid answers and the value of their 
interaction disqualify replication as a viable quality criterion 
should encourage interrogation, reuse and incorporation. 

Resist calls for replicability in the humanities. Sarah de Rijcke & Bart Penders.  doi: 10.1038/d41586-018-05845-z
@eLifeInnovation #OAI11

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-05845-z


Moving from reproduction to reuse and collaboration

Image from https://pixabay.com/photos/house-of-cards-fragile-patience-763246/
@eLifeInnovation #OAI11

https://pixabay.com/photos/house-of-cards-fragile-patience-763246/


Reproducible document Stack (RDS): putting code 
and data back into scientific narration

elifesci.org/reproducible-example

@eLifeInnovation #OAI11

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Rm7RhY_TPzZdIdU7vTOw7gNoqs9m6c3x/preview


Progressive enhancement: read, interrogate and reuse

https://www.elifesci.org/reprodoc
@eLifeInnovation #OAI11



Progressive enhancement: read, interrogate and reuse

https://www.elifesci.org/reprodoc
@eLifeInnovation #OAI11



Progressive enhancement: read, interrogate and reuse

https://www.elifesci.org/reprodoc
@eLifeInnovation #OAI11



@eLifeInnovation

You can help
● Share your use case
● Provide feedback
● Learn about progress and opportunities to help 

Sign up: elifesci.org/RDSupdates
This will take you to a form asking for your consent to be added to a mailing list for bi-monthly emails with updates about this 
project, including calls for contributions and feedback.

Open-source community call, June 24, 4pm BST:
elifesci.org/os-community



@eLifeInnovation

Questions?
Email: e.tsang@elifesciences.org  

Twitter: @eLifeInnovation / @emmy_ft

Labs: elifesci.org/labs


